
Product specification sheet
Product title 3SKB-R914U24 SKB 14U Industrial Shock Mount Rack

3SKB 24? Shock Racks will keep your equipment safe and working while you travel in harsh conditions where your case and
devices may be exposed to rough weather, mistreatment, and abuse. These cases are roto-molded to provide excellent
strength, durability, and protection. The hinged doors are user friendly with a gasket seal that makes the case water resistant
and keeps your gear dry! The supplied caster kit ensures that transport has never been easier?no more heavy lifting and
carrying. For efficient and secure transport, these Shock Racks stack perfectly even with the casters mounted! These 24?
deep rack models are suitable for IT equipment such as routers, switches, storage and communication devices. Additional
applications are in military, security, outdoor, broadcast and many more markets.

Description

Features

Patent pending compound hinged doors ensure easy opening & closing•
Gasket-sealed doors keep your devices dry & safe•
Smart design provides enough space for air circulation & heat dissipation•
Threaded steel rails offer enhanced durability•
Rear rack rails for even more secure fixing of your equipment•
No more heavy lifting?4? castor kit standard included•
Cases are shock & water resistant for added protection•
A built-in pressure relief valve helps to maintain an ideal environment at any altitude•
Cases stack superbly with the wheels on or off for efficient & secure transport•
Stainless steel recessed latches provide extra durability•

Specifications

61.0 inchInterior Length 24.1cm•
Interior Width 19.148.3 cm inch•
Interior Height 24.562.2 cm inch•
Base Depth 4.5cm11.4 inch•
Lid Depth 4.511.4 cm inch•
Exterior Length 36.091.4 cm inch•
Exterior Width 26.867.9 cm inch•
Exterior Height 34.186.4 cm inch•
Carton Length 37.194.0 cm inch•
Carton Width 27.168.6 cm inch•
Carton Depth 34.587.6 cm inch•
Rack Depth 24.161.0 cm inch•
Depth Front Rail to Rail 24.161.0 cm inch•
Depth Front Rail to Back Lid 28.672.4 cm inch•

kg lbShipping Weight 120.454.6•
kg lbProduct Weight 112.451.0•

ATA Rated•
Rack Units: 14•
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